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Questions and answers 
 
 

Supply of Equipment for General Inspectorate of Transport/ Road 
transport Inspectorate 

1. Publication reference 

EuropeAid/128708/D/SUP/HR 
 
2. Procedure 

Open 

3. Programme 

IPA 2008 

4. Financing 

National Programme for Croatia under the IPA – Transition Assistance and Institution 
Building Component for 2008 
 

5. Contracting authority 

     Central Finance and Contracting Agency 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

Lot 2 – Item 1 - Optical Analog Tachograph 
Reading Device  

 

1. Should we understand that this device is capable 
of reading disks (or charts) from analogue 

tachographs? 
 

2. Does "optical reading" mean an automatic (as 

mentioned in item 3) or manual operation? 
 

3. No communication mode is specified: serial or 
USB? 

 
 

 

4. Power connector is PS/2. This connector is 
obsolete and may not be found on laptops and most 

of new PCs. Is it mandatory? 
 

 

5. It seems the specifications describe a specific 
model rather than requirements. Can you give 

references? 
 

 
6. What is the different between Item 1 and Item 2. 

If the Police have a scanning devices why should 

they need a Optical reading devices. We developed a 
analog scanning system which allows to scan 60 

analog disc in one minute. The scanned analog disc 
will be shown with all cuased infractions on our 

program. 

  

 
 

 

1. Yes this device should be capable of reading disks 
(or charts) from analogue tachographs.  

 
 

2.  Manual operation. 

 
 

3. The communication mode is to be 9 pin serial 
interface. This change is confirmed through 

Corrigendum No 2.  
 

 

4. As stipulated in the Technical specifications it is 
mandatory but the communication via USB adapter is 

to be included. This change is confirmed through 
Corrigendum No 2.  

 

5. The specifications do not describe the specific model 
thus there is no references that can be given. The 

provisions of the TS should be followed. 
 

 
6. The difference between Item 1 and Item 2 is that 

the reading of analogue disks by optical devices has to 

be preformed manually for each disk while the 
scanning system can read more than one disk at same 

time. The vehicle traffic density in some parts of 
Croatia (regional roads) is very low so there is no need 

for traffic police to have analogue scanning system for 

couple of vehicles per day. 
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Lot 2 – Item 2  

 
7. Very accurate dimensions are given for the 

scanner instead of giving maximum dimensions. It 
will be very difficult to find the model with the 

specified dimensions. Could you please give 

references of the model you want? 
  

 
Lot 2 Item 3 

 
8. "Mobile reading device“: what is the purpose of 

reading? Should we assume it is to read driver smart 

cards? 
 

 
9.  Does it have to include a card reader or the card 

can be downloaded from the tachograph? 

 
 

 
 

10. How should the data transferred into a personal 
computer? : Serial, USB, memory stick, etc.? 

  

 
 

Lot 2 Item 4 – Tacho Analyser Program 
 

11. Response on site next business day. What are 

the site locations? Please list locations and cities. 
What does (9 to 5) means ? 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
12. The capability of reading archived files given by a 

company is not one of the specifications. This means 

the software will not let perform company checks. Is 
that right? 

 
 

13. The software must read, analyse and process 
data from analogical tachograph and digitised by the 

"automatic reading device defined under item 1". 

Item 1 does not specifies automatic digitising 
function. Is item 1 an automatic digitising system (in 

 

 

 
7. Further to the additional inquiry the dimensions of 

the Scanning Analog Tachograph reading devices have 
been modified in order ensure fair competition. The 

new dimensions confirmed through Corrigendum no 2 

are as follows:  
Dimensions: max 450 x 300 x 45mm 

Weight : max 2,5 kg  
 

 
8.    Yes, the device is to read driver smart cards.  

 

 
 

 
9.    It has to include a mobile card reader. This 

requirement is further confirmed through Corrigendum 

No 2. 
 

 
10.   The data should be transferred via a 6 pin serial 

interface compatible with digital tachographs and via a 
USB 2.0 high-speed interface. This change is confirmed 

through Corrigendum no 2.    

 
 

 
 

11.  The locations for delivery and installation can be 

found in Annex II Technical Specifications - Part II 
(Page 30). The listed locations (addresses) will be the 

sites on which any possible repairs will have to be 
performed.  However, due to some institutional re-

structuring please note that the names of the 

responsible persons have been modified. In addition, 
please note that the Annex II Technical Specification – 

Part II has been aligned with the requirements of the 
Technical Specifications and now covers the installation 

of Items 4 and 2 under lot 2 instead of Item 3.  These 
changes are further confirmed within the Corrigendum 

no.2. The “9 to 5” indicates the working hours. 

 
 

 
12.  The possibility of reading archived files should be 

included in the offered programme. This provision is 

covered through Corrigendum No 2.   
 

 
 

13.  In line with the clarification provided under point 2 
the word “automatic” should be replaced with word 

“manual” and this software should read, analyse and 

process the information from the Item 1 - optical 
analogue tachograph reading device. This change is 
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other words a scanner)? 

 

 
14. In the technical specifications, LOT n° 2, on the 

page 9 in the first paragraph “Following 
functionalities……..digital tachograph”, do you mean 

that there must have the same software for both 

functions OR is it possible to have different 
sotwares? 

  
 

Lot 3 Item 1: 
15. Notebook specifications do not mention PS/2 

connector. Does that mean the optical readers will 

not be used on the notebooks? 
 

Lot 3 Item 2: 
 

16. Personal computers. PS2 connectors are obsolete 

and cannot be found on recent Personal Computers. 
This seems not compatible with dual core 3.0GHz 

processor. 
 

 
 

  

Lot 4 Item 1: 
17. In the document called “technical specifications 

+ technical offer”, in the lot 4 regarding the brake 
decelerometer, could you please explain 

“measurement range: 20 m”, what do you mean? 

 
 

 
 

 

18. The tender mentions the only award "a criterion 
is the price". The specifications are very basic and do 

not let compare the quality and capability of the 
system (devices and software). The only criteria are 

based on basic functions with no detail, size, and 
connectors. Can you confirm that they will be the 

only criteria? 

  
 

19.  The “Participation” section of the agreement 
specifically states, “Participation in tendering is open 

(…) Member State of the European Union, a Member 

State of the European Economic Area or in a country 
or territory of the regions (…) applicable to the IPA 

programme (…) The participation is also open to 
international organisations.” 

As a California-based firm, do we qualify to submit a 
tender for this programme? 

 

 
 

confirmed through the Corrigendum no 2.  

 

 
14. The same type of data is being processed so it is 

advisable to have the same software. It is possible to 
have different software as long as they are compatible 

and the requirements in the Technical Specifications 

are followed. 
 

 
 

 
15.  The optical readers will be used on the notebooks.  

 

 
 

 
 

16. After researching some web pages we have found 

out that there are models that include the PS2 
connection. In connection to this, and as stipulated in 

Technical Specifications the PS2 connector is 
mandatory for connection of keyboard. 

 
 

 

 
17. This has been a typing mistake where the unit for 

measurement is supposed to be expressed as m/s2. In 
line with this, the measurement range final value for 

brake decelometer is 20 m/s2 but the automatic 

system of the measurement range is 
1/2/3/4/10/20/30/50 m/s².  This change is confirmed 

through the Corrigendum no 2. 
 

 

18. As stipulated in Instruction to Tenderers the sole 
award criterion will be the price. The contract will be 

awarded to the lowest compliant tender. 
  

 
 

 

 
 

19.  If you are a Californian based firm, and further to 
the provisions governing the participation to this tender 

you are not eligible to submit a tender. 
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20. Articles 10.4 and 11 of the Instructions to 

Tenderers Art. 11 of the Instructions to Tenderers 

states that the tender has to be submitted in 3 Parts: 
Technical offer-Part1, Financial offer-Part 2 and 

Documentation-Part 3. 
However art. 10.4 states that “the technical and 

financial offers must be placed together in a sealed 

envelope. The envelope should then be placed in 
another single sealed envelope/package, unless their 

volume requires a separate submission for each lot.”. 
Please confirm that the tender for each Lot will be 

submitted in the following way: 
A) one original and 3 copies of Technical offer-Part 1 

placed in a sealed envelope, called Envelope A; 

B) one original and 3 copies of Financial offer-Part 2 
placed in a sealed envelope, called Envelope B; 

C) one original and 3 copies of Documentation-Part 3 
placed in a sealed envelope, called Envelope C; 

Then, Envelopes A+B+C will be placed in another 

envelope, called Envelope D. 
 

 
21. Can the manual for the program be in English 

and later on be translated into Croatian? 
 

 

 
22.  What does the Pre Financing mean? 

 
 

 

 
 

 
23. Lot 4 Item 1 – Brake decelerometer 

The main purpose of this device will be measuring of 

the brake exertion of the inspected vehicle, is this 
correct? We kindly ask for more detail information 

regarding the main purpose of this device. 
 

 
24. Lot 5 – Item no 1. Automechanical stroller: 

Is that position mean trolley car, which is used to 

review the chassis of the vehicles? 
The dimensions proposed, could it be smaller than 

those required, with the purpose of a better layout 
within the vehicle as well as for a more efficient 

examination of cars.  

 
 

Lot 3 
 

25. For item 2 - Personal computers -  no Operating 
system is specified. Does it mean that the computer 

has to be offered without operating system? If yes 

please specify which operating system should be 
installed. 

20. Your approach does not contradict to the provisions 

of the quoted point 10.4 of the Instructions to tenders. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
21. The manual should be provided in Croatian.  

 
 

 

 
22. Pre-financing is the amount stipulated in the 

Contract which can be paid to the Contractor upon 
signature of the contract. For more information please 

refer to the article 26.1 of the Special Conditions and to 

article 26 of the General Conditions. 
 

 
23. The main purpose of the Brake decelometer is to 

measure and record deceleration forces. The break 

decelometer will be used for inspections of vehicles’ 
brake system. 

 
 

 
24. The automechanical stroller will be used for 

inspection of the vehicle chassis. The dimensions 

proposed in Technical specifications are minimum 
requirements which must be met and the smaller 

stroller is not acceptable.  
 

 

 
 

 
 

25. The Windows XP Professional operating system or 
equivalent has to be installed in Personal computers. 

This change is confirmed through the Corrigendum no 

2. 
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26. For Item 2  Personal computers -  no hard disk 

capacity Is specified. Does it mean that no Hard disk 
is needed or do we have to suggest a correct 

dimension for the hard disk? 

27. For Item 8 Universal rack - Maximum required 
width is 608mm. Normally, rack servers with a depth 

of 1000mm (or more) are wide 800mm, to ensure 

cable managing. Will a wider rack be accepted? 
If not, will a higher rack be accepted? 

 

 

LOT 2 - Reading devices and software for 

tachograph control 

 
28. Item 1- Optical Analog Tachograph  reading 

devices 
Operating temperature range is defined as “-20° to 

+ 60° C” but this temperature range is very wide for 
working conditions and also for the product 

specified. Instead of that range we kindly ask for 

change of this specification as “-10 ... +55”. 
 

 
 

29. Item 2 - Scanning Analog Tachograph  reading 

devices 
Since the scanner will be used for configuration of 

this Item is not manufactured in any of  EU countries 
we kindly as for derogation from rule.  

 
 

 

LOT 3 - ICT Equipment for General 
Inspectorate of Transport (Road transport 

inspectorate) 
 

30. Item: 1 Notebook Computers; 

“Processor: dual core processor with 3.0 GHz 
frequency” is requested. 

 Can we propose Core2Duo 2.53 Ghz 
Processor? As it is known that “Core 2 Duo” 

technology is a newer version of processor’s 

architecture than “dual Core”. 
In order to let us offer our product and increase the 

competition we would like the features to be 
changed or accepted as follows; 

 “Storage: 250GB HDD” 320GB HDD is an option 
available in limited brand of laptop. 

“Mouse Touchpad + scroll zone, two pick buttons + 

additional external mouse” is requested. Can we 
propose touchpad without “scroll zone”? It can be 

provided with external mouse.  
 

 

31. Item: 2 Personal Computers 
“Chassis: Microtower” is requested. Can we propose 

26. The hard disk of 320 GB HDD for Personal 

computer has to be offered. This change is confirmed 

through the Corrigendum no 2.   
 

 
27. The dimensions as stipulated in Technical 

specifications present the maximum requirements 

which must be respected.   
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

28. The defined range in Technical Specifications is 
presented as a minimum standard which the offered 

goods must meet. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

29. The derogation of the rule of origin has not been 

foreseen for this item as the analysis has shown that 
there are EU suppliers of the same. Please note that 

the supplies must originate in a Member State of the 
European Community or a country covered by the IPA 

programme. In addition please also refer to answer 7. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
30. The specifications under LOT 3, Item 1 in Technical 

Specifications are presented as a minimum standard 
which the offered goods must meet. In that respect the 

minimal to be offered is: dual core processor with 3.0 
GHz frequency, the 250 GB HDD storage and Mouse 

Touchpad + scroll zone, two pick buttons + additional 

external mouse.  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
31. The requested chassis in Technical Specifications is 
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Ultra small form factor or small form factor chassis 

instead of the requirement? 

 
 

 
32. Item 4 - All-in-one printer 

According to our research for Item 4 All-in-one 

printers there is no EU manufacturer please give us a 
derogation of origin for this Item. 

 

 

 

Item: 5 Database Server 
33. “Expansion Slots: 4 x PCI-E x8 slots; 4 x PCI-E 

x4 slots” is requested. Can we Propose “4 x PCI-E x8 

slots; 3 x PCI-E x4 slots”? 
 

34. “Interfaces: 2 x Video, 1 x Keyboard” are 
requested.  Can we propose “1x Video port” ? As it is 

known that there is not “2xVideo port” option 

available in general use.  Can we provide 
“1xKeyboard” option with External USB solution? 

 
Item 6: WEB Server 

35. “USB 2.0 Ports: 6, minimum 2 front ports” is 

requested. Can we propose external USB? Generally 
it is not used in server systems integrated 6xUSB 

port. 
 

36. “Expansion Slots: 6 x PCI-Express x4 slots; 2 x 
PCI-X 64-Bit/133MHz slots” is required. Can we 

propose “2 PCIe x8 + 2 PCIe x4 G2”? The last 

generation of the server systems does not have slots 
which are requested. 

 
 

37. “Graphics: Integrated 32 MB video standard” is 

requested. Can we propose 8MB graphic memory? 
Video memory is not important for server systems 

because of that server systems do not used for 
multimedia applications.  

 
38. “Interfaces: 1 x Serial” is requested. Can we 

provide this slot externally? 

 
 

39. “Interfaces: 2 x Video is requested. Can we 
propose “1x Video”?. As well known that there is not 

“2xVideo port” option available on server systems 

which are used commonly. 
 Can we provide “1xKeyboard” option with External 

USB solution? 
 

Item 7: FIREWALL SERVER  

 
40. “Graphics: Integrated 32 MB video standard” is 

requested. Can we propose 8MB graphic memory. As 

mandatory. 

 

 
 

 
32. The derogation of the rule of origin has not been 

foreseen for this item as the analysis has shown that 

there are EU suppliers of the same. Please note that 
the supplies must originate in a Member State of the 

European Community or a country covered by the IPA 
programme.  

 
 

33. No, Expansion Slots: 4 x PCI-E x8 slots; 4 x PCI-E 

x4 slots are obligatory. 
 

 
34. No, Interfaces: 2 x Video, 1 x Keyboard are 

obligatory. 

 
 

 
 

 
35. No, USB 2.0 Ports: 6, minimum 2 front ports is 

obligatory. 

 
 

 
36. No, Expansion Slots: 6 x PCI-Express x4 slots; 2 x 

PCI-X 64-Bit/133MHz slots are obligatory. 

 
 

 
 

 

37. No, Integrated 32 MB video standard graphics is 
obligatory 

 
 

 
 

38. No, Interfaces: 1 x Serial is obligatory. 

 
 

 
39. No, Interfaces: 2 x Video is obligatory.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

40. No, Integrated 32 MB video standard graphics is 
obligatory. 
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well known that Video memory is not important for 

server systems because of that server systems do 

not used for multimedia applications.  
 

 
41. “Interfaces: 1 x Serial” is requested. Can we 

provide this slot externally? 

 
 

 
42. “Interfaces: 2 x Video is requested. Can we 

propose “1x Video”. “2xVideo port”, generally it is 
not used in server systems.  

 Can we provide “1xKeyboard” option with External 

USB solution? 
 

 
 

Item 8 - Universal Rack 

 
43. In order to let us offer our product and increase 

the competition we would like the features to be 
changed or accepted as follows; 

Dimensions (height: width: depth): maximum 
1390:608:1071 mm 

 

LOT 4 - Vehicle testing devices and speed 
limiters for technical inspection   

 
Item 4 - Noise level meter  

 

44. We find out that the description is a copy-paste 
of the technical data of QUEST TECHNOLOGIES 

Noise level Meter unfortunately according to the rule 
of origin this brand and model is not eligible as it is 

manufactured in USA.  

For this reason, we would you to enlarge and accept 
to modify few specifications in order to offer eligible 

product as per article 4 Origin -4.1 in the Instruction 
to tender. 

Noise level 
Meter 

(requirements) 

New technical requirements 

Batteries: 9V 

Alkaline (25 to 
30 Hrs)  

Would you accept the device 

with Batteries: 2 x1, 5 V 
batteries for up to 25 hours 

continuous operation which 
as in fact lower electric 

consumption than the 
requirement? 

Size: max 7 x 

23 x 3.3 cmw 

Would you accept 

Approximate Size: 7.5 cm x 

34cm x 2.5 cm? 

Weight: max 

310 g 

Would you accept a 

maximum weight of Weight: 

450 g (Including batteries)? 

 

 

 

 
 

 
41. No, Interfaces: 1 x Serial is obligatory. 

 

 
 

 
42. No, Interfaces: 2 x Video is obligatory. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
43. The specified dimensions in Technical Specifications 

present the maximum standard which the offered 
goods must meet.   

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

44. After additional in depth analysis it has been noted 
that the requested noise level meter can potentially 

only be found in US. Further to the provisions of this 
tender on the rule of origin the Technical Specifications 

have been modified to accommodate for the EU 

products. The requirements of the TS have been 
modified as follows:  

 
Batteries life: 20 Hrs  

Size: max 8 x 35 x 3 cm 
Weight: max 450 g (Including batteries) 

 

This change is confirmed through the Corrigendum no 
2. 
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LOT 5- Automechanical Stroller 
45. Item 1- Automechanical Stroller 

The given information in the specifications of the 
product is very narrow. Could you please give us 

more details about the function and purpose of the 

equipment and some more detailed technical 
specification? 

 
 

Lot 2 No 1 
 

46. Can the dimensions vary slightly from the 

specified dimensions? 
 

 
47. Is the temperature range of -20 degreed for a 

scanner realistic or would be -5 degrees to -60 

degrees enough? 
 

Lot 2 No 2 
 

48. Are there also permitted scanners with 
multifeed? 

Advantages of mulitfeed scanners: 

- reliable and it can be scanned at least 20 
tachograph charts scanned at once 

- it can be scanned tachograph charts from 
different manufacturers 

 

 
 

49. From technical point of view a scanner with 
sixfold chart scan makes no sense: 

- disadvantages of the 6-fold flat 

- The diagram charts overlap themselves in the 
scannfeld, there can not been seen all speed datas, 

so they are not suitable for this application 
- only clearly defined tachograph charts can be in 

our view, their use is therefore unsuitable because of 
controls must be scanned all types of tachograph 

charts 

 
 

50. Procurement Notice Nr 16 1b) 
Is it possible to participate in the bidding if the 

operating results in 2008 was negative? Caused by 

the economic crisis in 2008 we can’t present a 
positive result like in previous years. In previous 

years we have achieved positive results and after 
economic crisis will recover our position and our 

profits. The share capital is sufficient.   
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
45. The automechanical stroller will be used for 

inspection of the vehicle chassis. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

46. Please note that the specified dimensions are 

defined as maximum dimensions. 
 

 
47. The temperature of -20 degrees is realistic and -5 

degrees will not be accepted.  

 
 

 
 

48.  The scanning of minimum 6 tachograph record 
charts at the same time must be offered and the 6 

chart pattern will be excluded from specifications. This 

change is confirmed through the Corrigendum no 2. 
  

 
 

 

 
 

49. Please refer to the answer No 48.   
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

50. Please note that the Procurement notice refers only 
to the following provisions governing the participation 

in the bidding:  

Economic and financial capacity of tenderer (i.e. the 
annual turnover of the tenderer and the cash and cash 
equivalents) and Technical capacity of tenderer (i.e. 
successful completion of at least one contract in the 
field related to this contract).  
Although the question refers to “operating results” 

which are not defined in the selection criteria but also 

to the specific provision of the PN (no 16, 1b) please 
note that in order to ensure that the potential suppliers 
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LOT 3, ITEM 1 “NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS” 

 

51. The “dual core processor with 3.0GHz frequency” 
are a very high level specification for a notebook. In 

fact only workstation notebook (with very high level 
of price) can support this kind of processor. Can you 

change this specification to a low level of frequency? 
(for example 2.4 Ghz minimum). 

 

 
 

52. The “17.0” WXGA LCD (1440x900)” specification 
for the notebook display are in End Of Life for 

standard notebook level (in fact are available in 

workstation of high price level). Can you change this 
specification to a 15.4” 1280x800 minimum. 

 
Without the above specification changed we have to 

offer an high level of notebook (graphic workstation) 
with a huge price that can be 2-3 times higher than 

a standard office notebook. 

 
LOT 3, ITEM 4 “ALL-IN-ONE PRINTER” 

 
53. Please specify the printing technology needed: 

Inkjet or Laser. 

 
 

 
54. All-in-one printers are not manufactured in EU or 

IPA country. Can you grant a derogation for the 

origin for this item? 

 

 

LOT 1 – ITEM 1 (VAN WITH ADDITIONAL/SPECIFIC 
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT). 

 

55. In accordance with the tender technical 
specifications, the type of car body is a panel van 
with 2 front doors, 1 flank side sliding door, 2 rear 
doors, 3 front seats. 
The term “Panel Van” is commonly used to describe 

a vehicle without any windows on the right/left sides 
and on the 2 rear doors. The 2 front doors are, 

obviously, equipped with windows.  
We kindly ask you to confirm whether the above 

configuration is correct.  In case any windows should 

be required on the right/left sides and/or on the 2 
rear doors, please specify it accordingly. 

 

 

Lot 4 – Item no 1 brake decelerometer 

have the capacity to fulfil the contract in question any 

tenderer whose cash and cash equivalents at the end 

of year 2007 and year 2008 were negative will be 
considered not to fulfil the selection criteria.  

 
 

 

51. No, dual core processor with 3.0 GHz frequency is 
minimum required. 

 
 
 
 
 

52. No, 17.0'' WXGA LCD (1440x900) is minimum 
required. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
53. The technology is not prescribed in Technical 

specifications so any of the offered technologies, 
satisfying the required specifications under this item 

will be acceptable. 

 
54. Please refer to the answer No 32. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
55. The Technical Specifications require the panel van 

with 2 front doors, 1 flank side sliding door, 2 rear 
doors, 3 front seats which you have depicted correctly, 

but have in mind the request under the same item that 
the van has to have installed electronic display inside 

the vehicle which should be visible from outside in 

order to be functional. 
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56. We kindly like Contract Authority to express in 

calendar days the required validity of the Tender 

guarantee? 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
57. Will you accept the brake deceleration to be 10 

mi/2 instead of 20 m/S2? Proposed value is more 
precise than requested by you. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

58. In regard to the pressure sensors, namely -
pneumatic and hydraulic - will you accept the 

sensors to be electronic, which have much better 
functioning than required? 

 
 

 

59. In regard to the conneetion possibility to PC- in 
our opinion required connection is too old; the recent 

models used connection via Bluetooth, which provide 
fast and easy way data to be down1oaded. 

Therefore will you accept the offered device 

connection to be via Bluetooth? 
 

 

60. In regard to the sensors - whether required 
sensors have to be delivered together with the 
device or the device has to have option for 

connection up to 5 sensors, please clarify?  
 

 
 

Item no 2 – headlight testing device 
 

61. Regarding the travel adjustment of lens center 
above floor - will you accept 250-1400 mm instead 

of 200 - 1300 mm? In accordance to the producer 

this is even better parameter which provides a better 
testing of the headlights! 

 
 

62. In regard to the reliability .. please clarify what 

do you mean?  

 

 

 

 

 

56. According to the Instruction to tenderers, point 8 

Period of validity the tender, including the tender 

guarantee should be valid 90 days from the deadline 
for the submission of tenders. Please note that this 

validity of 90 days could also be extended for further 
40 days which also includes the validity of the tender 

guarantee (as stated in the tender guarantee form). 

 
 

 
57. No, the specified brake deceleration specified in 

Technical Specification is minimum which must be 
respected. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

58. No, the requirements regarding the specified 
pressure sensors in as stipulated in the Technical 

Specifications must be respected. 

 
 
 
59. The stipulated connection possibility to PC in the 
Technical Specifications is mandatory (connection to PC 

via RS 232 or IrdA interface with delivery protocol for 

standard spreadsheet software e.g. MS Excel, Lotus). 

 
 
 
60. The device has to have option for connection up to 
5 sensors.  

 
 
 
 
61. No, the range of 250 to 1400 mm will not be 

accepted.  
 
 
 
 
62. Mean time between failures (MTBF) is the predicted 

elapsed time between inherent failures of a system 

during operation. MTBF can be calculated as the 
arithmetic mean (average) time between failures of a 

system. The reliability of the headlight testing device 
should be expressed by the duration of a component's 

useful life. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arithmetic_mean
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure
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Item no 3 – engine emission tester  

 

63. Will you accept the length of the measurement 
chamber to be 200 mm instead of 430 mm? In this 

ease the small length of the chamber doesn't change 

the parameters or the measurement engine.  

 

 

 

64. Will you accept the diameter of the measurement 
chamber to be 35/40 instead of 28/25? The large 

diameter allows a better measurement.  

 

 

LOT 1, ITEM 1 – VAN WITH ADDITIONAL /SPECIFIC 

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT 

 65. Please advise requested interior height of the 
van. 

 

 

66. Please advise estimated dimensions of the 
working area 

 

 

 

67. Please advise whether a barrier between driver’s 

compartment and working area at the back shall be 
fitted  

 

 

68. You requested air conditioning for the driver’s 

compartment, please advise whether additional 
cooling and heating device for the working area shall 

be installed  

 

69. You requested a panel van, please advise 
whether any glass windows (on the rear door or 

sides) shall be fitted 

 

70. Office desk – do you require just a desk or shall 
the desk include compartments/drawers for storing 

of the equipment? 

 

 
 
63. No, the specified length of measurement of 430 

mm as specified in Technical Specification is minimum 
required. 
 
 
 
64. Yes. Since the 28/25 mm represents the minimally 

required inside/outside diameter of chamber, the 
tenderer can offer higher diameters.  
 
 
 
65. The interior height of the van is not strictly 

prescribed in the Technical Specifications in order not 

to hinder competition. For that reason no height can be 
specified. 
 
 
66. The estimated dimensions of the working area is 

not strictly prescribed in the Technical Specifications in 

order not to hinder competition. For that reason no 
dimensions of the working area can be specified. 
 
 
 
67. The fittings of the barrier between driver’s 

compartment and working area is not strictly 
prescribed in the Technical Specifications in order not 

to hinder competition.  
 

 
 

68. Please note that the provision from the Technical 
Specifications requires the air conditioning system 

which was meant to cover the van as a unit. 
 
 
 
69.  Please refer to answer no 55. 
 

 

 
 

70. The compartments for storing of equipment inside 
the office desk are not strictly prescribed in the 

Technical Specifications in order to allow for maximum 

competition, however you may offer the same. 
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 71. Is the fixed seat at the back intended for 

transport of inspectors and therefore shall it be fitted 
with seat belts? 

 

 

LOT 1, ITEM 2 – LIGHT VEHICLE WITH ADDITIONAL 

/ SPECIFIC INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT 

72. Is petrol or diesel engine required? 

 

 

LOT 5, ITEM 1 – AUTOMECHANICAL STROLLER 

73.  It is not clear from the description what exactly 
is meant by “automechanical stroller”. Please provide 

us with additional specifications or different name for 
this item that might help us identify required 

equipment. 

 

Lot 7 - Laser distance meter  

 
74.  Measurement time / required: 

  * from 0,5s to 4 s 
  * from 0,16s to 1s (in long-lasting measurement) 

  

Can you confirm if our understanding is right? 
 * from 0,5s to 4 s (in long-lasting measurement) 

 * from 0,16s to 1s (in long-tracking measurement) 
 

 

Lot 1: 
 

75. Could you please clarify us that “car with five 
doors” is Hatchback(HB) or something else? 

 
 

 

 
76. Could you please clarify us the electronic display 

is “moving electronic sliding panels“ or something 
else? 

 

 
 

77. Is the air conditioning system as an original part 
of the car or it should be built in vehicle? 

 

Item 2: 
 

78. Could you please clarify us that “light vehicle” is 
commercial vehicle or passenger car? 

 

71. Please note that although the van is envisaged for 

transport and as mobile office for the inspectors, the 
fixed back seat is intended for the inspector while 

performing the testing of a driver. For that purpose the 
seatbelts for the passengers in the back of the van 

have not been envisaged.    

 
 

 
 

72. The prescribed minimum requirements of the 
engine in Technical Specifications are 1990 ccm, 100 

kW. The type of the engine is not prescribed. 

 
 

 
 

73. The automechanical stroller or charts is used to 

access the vehicle beneath and inspect the vehicle’s 
chassis. 

 
 
 

 

 
74. Your understanding is right.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

75. Yes the “car with five doors” is a Hatchback. 
   
 

 

 
 

76. Yes, the electronic display is a display with moving 
sliding panels. 
 

 
 

77. The Technical specifications require the air 
conditioning system for the van. The model of the 

installation (Original or built in) is not prescribed. 
 

 

 
78. The light vehicle is a passenger car.  
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Lot-4 Item 1 Brake Decelerometer 

 

79. Specifications Required; Brake deceleration: 20 
m/s². 

20 m/s² is so high-order for this device could you 
please give available limit this specification (10 m/s² 

to 20 m/s²) 

 
 

 

 

 

 
79. No, the prescribed minimum requirement for the 

brake deceleration in Technical Specifications is 20 
m/s², thus, additional range cannot be given. 


